
FOR WINDOWS WITH A HOLIDAY FEELING

Naxos folding shutter system



SOOTHING SAFETY

Modern folding shutters make entry more dif-
ficult and therefore protect against uninvited 
guests. That gives you a good feeling.

EFFECTIVE VENTILATION

The cooling air can enter, the heat stays out-
side. This allows you to ventilate at will in 
the shade of closed folding shutters with the 
window open.

PERFECT SUNSHADE

Naxos folding shutters provide shade and create 
a relaxed atmosphere – perfect for unwinding. 

VARIANTS

A variety of designs is possible, whether as fol-
ding, collapsible or sliding shutters:

How about a touch of the south for your home? 
With the Naxos folding shutter system, this is 
achieved in no time at all – thanks to the Medi-
terranean design and a wealth of colours and 
wood grain laminates.

The material alone is enough to put you in 
a good mood: Kömmerling folding shutters 
are made of high-quality PVC-U. This makes 
them exceptionally easy to clean and almost 
indefinitely durable. Another great advantage 
is that Naxos is ideally suited for new buildings 
and renovations.

HEAT AND NOISE PROTECTION

Our folding shutters offer an all around guard 
against wind, weather, heat, cold and forced 
entry. They also create an air cushion between 
indoors and outdoors. This muffles noise and 
keeps the heat inside – an important contribution 
to reducing your energy costs.

SOUTHERN FLAIR

With Naxos, you can completely change the 
character of your home. The folding shutters 
lend an exceptional Mediterranean touch and 
are decorative eye-catchers.

Inclined lamella Universal lamella, 
inclined

Board fillingUniversal lamella, 
ventilation/sealed

MEDITERRANEAN RAYS OF 
LIGHT FOR YOUR HOME
Naxos folding shutter system
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